
 

 

‘Blowman’ Apparatus 

‘Saviour’ products are the most innovative solutions in themselves. On Field observations leads to study of the 

problem which leads to the development of products and solutions satisfying customers’ needs.  

Products like ‘Saviour’ ‘Blowman Apparatus’ is one of the most innovative products which is well accepted where 

Breathing air is required for short durations in ongoing operations. Blow man apparatus is an ideal Emergency Breath-

ing Apparatus.  
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General Description: 



RPSAV-BLM 

‘Saviour’ Blowman apparatus is a two man user system which can be operated manually or with a Electric Blower with 25 feet hose 

for each user. 

Structure: Blowman apparatus is fitted in sturdy metal box incorporating a Manual Blower & Electrical Blower and housing to house 

Breathing equipment. The structure is on lockable castor wheels with a handle. The structure has a ventilation and a filter of 10 microns 

for breathing incoming air.  

Prime Movers: Manually operated Blower and Electric operated Blower. These can be used alternately as per the requirement.  

Breathing Equipment: Two nos. of Face Mask, Body Belt and Waist mounted Valve for on/off operation.  

Face Mask: Two numbers of Deluxe Face Masks with visor flexible rubber inhalation type, exhale valve mask, five point head harness 

with four quick release buckles, flap type seal and facility for adopting transmitter for easy communication. 

Body Belt: With quick release buckle and metal adaptor to fix Breathing Tube and Breathing Hose.  

 Battery Areas where Electrical Driven movers are not allowed. 

 All Industries incorporating Breathing Air for process applications. 

 Municipal corporations. 

 Fire and Rescue Teams. 

 Confined space entry. 

 Economical option for safe working in hazardous atmosphere and emergency operations. 

 Ergonomically designed Back plate for ease of usage 

 Wide view panoramic natural Rubber Face Piece. 

 Carrying case for safe keeping and reusability. 

 Independent operation if electric is not available. 

 Manufacturer’s Test certificate. 


